
LINEAR MODELS

We have so far learned abut the perception
decision trees and KNN We studied algorithms

to train these models and boo to assess their

performance

But their training algorithms are kind of heuristic

do this and hope it works well

Here's a different idea write a formula for
how bad a model is then training means

find the model that optimizes that formula

Linear models all work by havingthe

training procedure pick one hyperplane and the
formula

always goes through the margin that

training examples attain

We assume all input points have a column
with value 1 so no biasterm is needed

Loss of model w loss of sample margin xwhy



WHICH LOSS TO CHOOSE

thisclassification loss l
my

O ifsignthey
1 otherwise

This is the obvies loss but we rarely use it because

it leads to an NP Hard optimization problem

To explain what causes the trouble let's refactor

our loss definition so that the losstakes a single

parameter which is positive on the correct side

of the margin

Our margin calculation then needs to know about

the label

margin w x
y hw x

y

And our misclassification loss is now

lo m 41 if m so
0 otherwise



CONVEX LOSS SURROGATES

The table with misclassification loss is now graphically

clearerThis loss is not convex

loss

sina.int

gin

Non convex optimization is hard to do well we will see it
later in the course neural networks are the canonical modern

non convex non linear models

We need losses that are similar to misclassification so that

they are useful but that are also convex land differentiable

so that they are practical
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QUADRATIC Keep it above zero and easy to get
closedform

EXPONENTIAL Keep it monotonic

HINGE Keep it monotonic compact support on good side

LOGISTIC Keep it monotonic smooth not too angry



EMPIRICAL RISK US STRUCTURAL RISK

What happens with the best model we found on training

data On future data

Our loss needs to prevent overfitting One way
to think

about the potential for overfitting is by consideringhow jiggly
our model is w r t the training data

Let's control how flexible our models can be

Loss of model w loss of samplely margin x w y
Gyl

X modelcomplexity w
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If w s o o how flexible is that model

What if w who i id Use norm of valor

as proxy for complexity
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